
SOLaaS GTS empowers businesses to navigate the complexities of international trade while maximizing
operational efficiency and minimizing risks, by adapting to ever-evolving global trade regulations and
safeguarding your company’s reputation.

GO GLOBAL WITH A FOCUS ON EFFICIENCY AND COMPLIANCE 
WITH SOLAAS GTS

SOLaaS GTS
VALUE PROPOSITION

FAST DEPLOYMENT
100% cloud-based 

embedded solution 
activated in record 

time

MONTHLY 
PAYMENT

Short-term ROI, 
without major

upfront investments

ONE STOP SHOP
From the SAP license 

acquisition
to technical support

RISK MITIGATION 
TOOLS

Identify and address 
potential compliance

issues, fraud, and 
security threats

HOLYSTIC 
MANAGEMENT

Analytics, reporting, 
and dashboards to 

make informed 
decisions and 
manage risks

BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION OFFICE
Map and optimize processes even

before the solution is deployed

INCREASED EFFICIENCY
Seamless integration with logistics processes and a 

high degree of automation

Origen Tech Benefits SOLaaS GTS Benefits

GLOBAL TRADE 
COMPLIANCE

Automate complex 
global trade 

compliance processes

WIDE SCOPE
Adaptable solution for 

medium
and large companies

FUTURE-PROOF 
SOLUTION

Scalable solution to 
accommodate 

company's future 
growth



EFFORTLESS COMPLIANCE
SOLaaS GTS automates complex trade 
compliance processes, including
customs regulations, export controls,
and trade agreements

UNPARALLELED SUPPORT
From implementation to support and 
maintenance, we provide dedicated 
assistance to help you maximize the
value of our SOLaaS GTS solution.

GLOBAL VISIBILITY
Our solution provides comprehensive 
analytics, reporting, and dashboards, 
enabling you to make informed 
decisions, and proactively manage risks

RISK MITIGATION
SOLaaS GTS provides risk management 

tools, allowing you to identify
and address potential compliance
issues, fraud, and security threats.

TIME AND COST SAVING
SOLaaS GTS helps you identify cost-

saving opportunities, reduce customs 
duties, and minimize operational 

expenses, boosting your bottom line.

INCREASED EFFICIENCY
With a seamless integration with 

logistics processes and a high degree
of automation, SOLaaS GTS helps 

improving overall efficiency. 

SOLaaS GTS
VALUE PROPOSITION
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